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The title of the P5-project reveals the subject matter in one sentence. Should we mix to the max, 
when we design neighbourhoods, housing projects and public spaces, or should we make 
communities of equals and see daily life being organised around strong group-identities. What 
could “The Inclusive City” mean, when heard in the new Amsterdam political vocabulary? Are we to 
cherish this ideal, and if so; is it a designable ambition? And if so again: how are we going to do 
that? And lastly: is “yes” or “no” all that we can choose from?  
 
Going to Beirut from Amsterdam is visiting an extreme segregated community, a city divided and 
divided again, along the lines of ethnic identity, religious backgrounds, historical ties and extended 
social family-structures. A city divided in places for the wealthy, the not so wealthy and the poor, 
divided in places for the ones who can call themselves free and by their own name and for those 
behind the roadblocks; infinitely imprisoned in a legal trap, socially isolated and with no image of a 
future- the ones from elsewhere.  
 
If that is an accurate image, then how does daily life in Beirut take place at all? Is Beirut still a city, 
and - the favourite taxi-drivers sentiment along with that -  is Lebanon still a nation? For a while 
already the romantic notion of “Paris of the Middle East” has been aggressively brushed aside by a 
long and painful civil war. It is over for a longer time than it lasted now, but it is not over by any 
means. The dividing lines that the war carved in the city plan between 1975 and 1990 are still the 
only streets that people know by name.  
 
The scent of the Near Orient – so often perfumed by melancholy - has been clouded by the heavy 
diesel fumes of traffic, and the promises of the thousand and one night delights are compromised 
by sloppy metropolitan garbage handling and remains of the omnipresent plastic soup spread out 
on the city beaches. And the joyful optimism of the sixties – yes; also here – was relentlessly shot to 
pieces, and its barren concrete remains are still, bullet holes and all, background of today’s urban 
life. 
 
Yet Beiruti live here, seemingly undisturbed by all this and with a quiet zealousness that city dwellers 
need to have here; with the endurance this context requires of them. When speaking to a young 
woman who is involved in setting up parts of a civil society among Beiruti citizens, she revealed that 
she has grown somewhat tired of the word “resilience”. Apparently, a word that has been used too 
often - by strangers like us, no doubt - to describe this particular brand of courage.   
 
And maybe the problem with “resilience” is also, that we (the strangers) fail to see right from the 
start all that is lovey, charming and hopeful in present day Beirut, and fail to understand from the 
beginning how daily city life, even with a troubled past on the one side and an uncertain future on 
the other, has profound qualities here. If we allow ourselves to be too judgemental too soon, we will 
not get it, we will not understand Beirut at all.  
 



Is this Middle Eastern city an example of how painful segregation is, of how bizarre a picture - if 
nothing else - the extremes of wealth and poverty form, the incomprehensible collision of ultimate 
freedom of exciting nightlife next to the uniformed guards and concrete roadblocks that you run into 
the next morning really is? Surely it is. 
 
But what else is it? How much segregation in Beirut is by choice, how much identity is actually 
possibly repairing the social structure that has been disrupted by the civil war and regional 
geopolitics since then? While food and shelter is being provided for, and basic human dignity is 
being reinstalled, - no small matter ever, and not here either - how much new poetry will come 
from Beirut again, how many novels will emerge from so many cultures and such a density of 
history, how many stories are yet untold?  Can we then finally see Beirut’s current social structure as 
a source of quality?                  
 
Coming back to Amsterdam from Beirut then brings with it a few responsibilities. To understand 
what we saw and heard, for one. Next to be inspired, if even at first that didn’t seem possible at all. 
After that, after we swayed the camera westwards, literally changed perspectives and took another 
hard look at our own city, and after having scraped off the some of the superfluous self-pride we 
indulge in at times in the western world, we need to get to work. And we need to answer the same 
questions we asked ourselves in Beirut; Is this city divided, and if yes, along what lines. Who suffers 
from it, and who benefits? What can architecture do? How should we proceed? 
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